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WELCOME
We are a product design studio that 3D
print homewares out of recycled materials

ABOUT US
We’re Courtney & Matthew, the duo behind Utilize Studios.
We are a couple of Kiwis who share a passion for creativity, design and nature.
Our mission at Utilize is to decrease the amount of valuable materials going
to landfill by creating homewares that tell a story.
Our name, ‘Utilize’ captures our ambition to make practical and effective
use of every material, tool, technology and software that is used for each
one of our products.
Join our community to give waste materials a new life and have a postive
impact on the environment.

WHATS IMPORTANT ?
LO CAL PRO D U CT I O N
We Make To Order so there is less wasted stock and
we can minimize production processes.
We produce our products In House so we consume
less resources and have faster turn around times.
We can offer Customized & Exculsive Products that
could be printed (theoretically) anywhere using lowcost machines.

S U STAI NAB I L I TY
We only print with Recycled Materials, keeping them
out of landfill or pollution.
Our Recycled Biodrived Materials are made from
cornstarch that can be composted back into the
earth.
We use Additive Manufacturing which only uses the
required amount of material, with minimal wastage.

Q UAL I TY D E S I G N
We create Timeless, Purpose Driven designs that
form a statement and are unique to New Zealand.
We use Innovative Technologies & Software to push
for better products and continuously advance the
product.

MATERIAL

DETAILS

3D printed woven, matte finish
bookends. Made with 98%-100%
recycled PLA plastic from used food
packaging or recycled PET plastic
from used medical trays.

Dimensions: 104mm wide x 102mm
deep x 110mm high
Weight: 100 grams each

PRODUCT INFO
The Arch Bookend (set of two) celebrates the blend of New Zealand
culture through its woven exterior and highlight the layer-by-layer process
of 3D printing.
Use to hold up books, hide cords, store stationery, bookmarks or dried
flowers.

COLOURS

ARCH BOOKEND
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Emerald

Sun Glow

Sage

Eggshell

Terracotta

MATERIAL

DETAILS

3D printed woven style, matte
finish basket. Made with 98%-100%
recycled PLA plastic from used food
packaging.

Dimensions: 213mm wide x 207mm
deep x 168mm high
Weight: 250-270 grams

PRODUCT INFO
The Orven Basket celebrates New Zealand’s identity through its woven
texture and highlights the layer-by-layer process of 3D printing.
Use in your home to store toys, hand towels, paper products or even to
display your favourite indoor plant.

COLOURS
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MATERIAL

DETAILS

3D printed woven style, matte finish
planter with drip tray. Made with
98%-100% recycled PLA plastic from
used food packaging.

Dimensions: 213mm wide x 207mm
deep x 171mm high
Weight: 325-335 grams

PRODUCT INFO
The Orven Planter celebrates New Zealand’s identity through its woven
texture and highlights the layer-by-layer process of 3D printing.
Use in your home to house your favourite indoor plant.

COLOURS
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ORVEN PLANTER
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MATERIAL

DETAILS

3D printed woven style, glossy
translucent basket. Made with
recycled PET plastic from used
medical trays.

Dimensions: 208mm wide x
208mm deep x 168mm high
Weight: 250-275grams

PRODUCT INFO
The Lucent Basket celebrates New Zealand’s identity through its woven
texture and highlights the layer-by-layer process of 3D printing.
Use in your home to store toys, hand towels, paper products or even to
display your favourite indoor plant.

COLOURS

Amber

LUCENT BASKET

Emerald

Sun Glow

MATERIAL

DETAILS

3D printed woven style, glossy
translucent planter with drip tray.
Made with recycled PET plastic
from used medical trays.

Dimensions: 208mm wide x
208mm deep x 172mm high
Weight: 335-345 grams

PRODUCT INFO
The Lucent Planter celebrates New Zealand’s identity through its woven
texture and highlights the layer-by-layer process of 3D printing.
Use in your home to house your favourite indoor plant.

COLOURS

Amber

LUCENT PLANTER

Emerald

Sun Glow

MATERIAL

DETAILS

3D printed planter with a pumicelike texture and matte finish. Made
with 98%-100% recycled PLA plastic
from used food packaging.

Dimensions: 120mm wide x 120mm
deep x 125mm high
Weight: 185 grams

PRODUCT INFO
The Pumice Planter takes inspiration from nature with its rough pumicelike texture that is emphasized through the layer-by-layer process of 3D
printing.
Use in your office, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom or living room to display
your favourite little indoor plant.

COLOURS
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DISCLAIMERS
As the designs are 3D printed, your f inished product may have slight
variations, with its own unique characteristics.
We have made every effort to display as accurately as possible the
colours and images of our products that appear with the catalogue/
online. We cannot guarantee that your computer monitor’s display or
printed catalogue of any colour will be accurate.
All measurements and weights are approximate.
All descriptions of products or product pricing are subject to change
at any time without notice, at the sole discretion of us. We reserve the
right to discontinue any product at any time.
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